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We study the longtlme stability of small solutions to the TVP for the generalized 
Kortewegde Vries equation. We obtain a lower bound for the degrees of non- 
linearity of the perturbation which guarantees that the small solutions of the non- 
linear problem behave asymptotically like the solutions of the associated linear 
problem. This behavior allows us to establish a nonlinear scattering result for small 
perturbations with these degrees. For a class of small data we Improve the value of 
this lower bound. The new crucial ingrediants in our proofs are the LP-decay 
estimates of the half derivative of the Airy kernel. ( 1990 Academic Pres. Inc 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Consider the initial value problem (IVP) for the generalized Korteweg- 
de Vries (gKdV) equation 
d,u + cQ4 + d,(a(u)) = 0, x, tE R 
4x3 0) = U”(-xl, 
(1.1) 
where a( .) is a nonlinear function with a(O) = 0, the regularity of which will 
be specified later. 
In this article we are concerned with the longtime stability of small solu- 
tions to the IVP (1.1). For nonlinear terms of high enough degree M > cxO 
(i.e., a(~) = 0( 1~1%) as z + 0) it is known that small solutions of (1.1) 
behave asymptotically like the solution of the associated linear problem 
(i.e., Airy equation). In fact, in [ 14, 6, 11, S] the lower bound obltained for 
the degree of the perturbation was CI~ = (5 + a)/2 z 4.79. 
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One of our results below is the improvement of the value of this lower 
bound to @o = (9 + $%)/4 G 4.38. The new crucial ingredient in our proof 
is the fact that the half derivative of the Airy kernel has a better decay 
estimate than the kernel itself. 
This estimate allows us to extend the nonlinear scattering in [ 141 to 
small perturbations with those degrees. 
Also. we obtain sufficient conditions which guarantee that the half 
derivative of a small solution of (1.1 ) exhibits the same decay property as 
the half derivative of the Airy kernel. 
For a class of small data we reduce the lower bound of the degree of 
nonlinearity to the value ;1(, = 2 + $ z 3.73. 
Unlike some of the problems considered in [6 -8, 111, global well-posed- 
ness of the IVP (1 .I ) (for small data and appropriate a(. )) has been estab- 
lished in many cases independently on the decay estimates of the associated 
linear part (this is due to the fact that a priori the solution of (1.1) satisfies 
at least three conservation laws (see [4, Sect. 41). The results in this direc- 
tion depend on the function space X considered. Here we restrict ourselves 
toX=H”(IW)=(l-d) ’ ’ L2( Iw). Thus for n( ) E C’ there exists v, > 0 such 
that if USE H’([W) with l/z.+I/ l,z < LN~, then the IVP (1.1) has a solution u(r) 
in the class 
C,,.((-x,x):H’)nC((-xl,~):L7)nL:,,,((-x,~):H~,,) (1.2) 
with IIC~,U(~)I~~ uniformly bounded in IL!, and Ii~(t)lI~= ~Iu~//~ (see 14, 
Sect. 51). Recently, in [3] it was shown that for z > $ this weak solution 
is unique in the class (1.2). 
When u0 E H”(R), s 3 2, and u( .) is regular enough, there exists \I(, > 0 
such that if I/~~l/,,~<r,, then the IVP (1.1) has a unique solution 
UE C((-cc, a) : H’) (see [4, Sect. 41). However, Ilu(t)ll, may grow 
exponentially fast. It will follow from our results below that this is not the 
case if we assume that a> p, and lluOll ,,, + l/uJ,,? is suficiently small. 
Finally, we mention that in a forthcoming paper the arguments below 
will be extended to show smoothing effects in solutions of (1.1) which are 
not included in the results in [4, 151 even in the linear case (see also 
c9, 101). 
The plan of this paper is as follows: Section 2 is concerned with linear 
estimates involving the Airy kernel and kernels associated with the 
fundamental ‘solution of the problem (1.3) when as 0. Also, we deduce 
some interpolation inequalities which will be used in Section 3. In Section 3 
we prove the results commented on above concerning the asymptotic 
behavior of small solutions of ( 1.1). 
Throughout this paper we use the notations (1. /I ,,p for the norm in 
L!‘-(1 -d)-,“‘Lp. /I.l(,, instead of II.IIo,,,, and H” instead of Lt. Also, I‘ 
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will denote the Riesz potential of order --s (i.e., Pj’= (151 ‘,f) ” ), J‘ the 
Bessel potential of order --s (i.e., J:f= (( 1 + I<l’)“‘,%) * ), and c the Hibert 
transform (i.e., of’= (i sgn({)P) ” ). 
2. LINEAR ESTIMATES AND INTERPOLATION INEQUALITIES 
We start this section with the statement of the classical Van der Corput 
lemma. 
LEMMA 2.1 (Van der Corput). Suppose that $ E C; (L%) such that 
4”(t) > 1. > 0 on the support of $I. Then 
where the constant c is independent qf i., 4, and $1 
Proof. See [12, p. 3113. 
The main result in this section is given by 
LEMMA 2.2. Define for y > 2 
s:‘(x) = j” ei(sgn(tU51~i;‘+ k-i’) d(, 
Then for 0 < /j’ 6 ~12 - 1 
where 
lIm+ll x: 6 c,, 
(2.1) 
(2.2 1 
and Ci is a constant depending only on y. 
Remark. When y = 3, F(x) agrees with the Airy function Ai( 
It will be clear from our below that the estimate (2.2) still holds if 1” is 
replaced by al”. 
Proof: Let ‘p,, denote a C” function such that q0 = 0 when 151 < 1, and 
‘po- 1 for 14132. 
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To prove (2.2) it suffices to show that 
where q5:({) = sgn (5) 141’h +x5 is the phase function. 
If x > - 1 then the first derivative of d’,( .) never vanishes on the support 
of qO. Therefore by integration by parts it follows that H”(x) decays faster 
than 1x1 mn for any n E Z+. In fact for these x one can prove exponential 
decay. 
Ifx<-1 wechoosecp,,cp,EC” such that cp,>O, 40~20, (p,+ql=l, 
with support of ‘p, contained in A= {t/l I<IYP’+xl <i 1x1>, and ‘pz-O in 
B={~/~~~~“~‘+xl~~~x~). Thus @<Hf+Ht, where 
Observe that if qAt)#O then I IQ’ ‘+x1 3C(l~17-‘+ 1x1). Hence by 
integration by parts it follows that 
On the other hand, when 5 E A we have that 
Ixl/2 6 Ii’17 l < 3 I4/2 
Therefore 
and 
Hf(,y) = IxIfi+ ‘1 
J‘ 
@+t(;)$#) &, 
where $.ECF(R), support of $,zAn {ItI > l}, and J l$;(5)1 dtd?, 
where F is a constant independent of x. The Van der Corput lemma corn- 
pletes the proof. 
COROLLARY 2.3. Define for y 3 2 
pp(x)= 
i 
ei(r.sgn(i)l:l,.:~+ \-ii) l(l” d& 
ThenforO<p<y/2-1 
~ps~;(x)~~, <CT;, IfI ~‘fi+l);y. (2.3) 
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Remark. When y = 3 and j = i, 
(2.4) 
Proof: It suffices to observe that 
LEMMA 2.4. Let IfiSj( .) be as in Corollary 2.3. Then ,for an)! t3 E [0, 1 ] 
und any F > 0 
and 
ll~~si’*fll, dC;,,,: Itl-H(B+1)‘7 llfll,,LH)(l *+i.+/j),*,(]+o,, (2.5) 
lIZ”“S’; *fll*(, ,,<c;. Itl-8(fi+1)‘~ llfll*(,.+fi). 
In particular rile obtain that 
(2.6) 
and 
IIS; *.fll2,(-fI)GCy ItI-@:;’ llfll*.(I+a,~ (2.8) 
Pro@ By Young’s inequality and the estimate (2.5) it follows that 
~lI~S’;*f/I,~C,ltl-(~+l)‘~Ifl~,. 
On the other hand, by the Sobolev embedding theorem 
IIIDX *fll13 = IIS’; * m cc 6 c lIX* m *+i.,* 
d c IIWII l,z+E,z~c llflll~2+i:+/?.2~ 
Using interpolation (see [ 1, Chap. 41) we complete the proof of (2.6). 
The proofs of (2.6)-(2.8) are similar and will be omitted here. 
In the next section we will use the following inequality of Gagliardo- 
Nirenberg type. 
LEMMA 2.5. Zf.fe L$(W)n L:;(W) with pO, p, E (1, cc) and sO, s, E [w, 
then 
llI”fll,dc llI”“fll”,o ll~lfll~,“~ 
where s=Bs,+(l -B)s, and l/p=e/p,+(l-Q/p,. 
(2.9) 
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Remark. The inequality (2.9) still holds if the Riesz potentials I.“ are 
replaced by Bessel’s potentials J“. 
Proof: See [ 1, Chap. 41. 
3. THE ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOR OF SOLUTIONS 
TO THE gKdV EQUATIONS 
Throughout this section we use the following result concerning the well- 
posedness of the IVP (1.1) in H’. 
THEOREM 3.1 [3, 41. Let a(. ) he u C2:function dtlfned in a neighborhood 
of the origin such that a(z) = 0( Iti”) as z + 0 with 2 > 2. Then there e.uists 
v, > 0 such that for each u0 E H’(R) with I/uJ ,,? < \I(, the ZVP (1.1) bus a 
unique solution u(t) in the class 
C,,.((-x, x):H’)nC((-x, x): L”)nLLf,,((-m, x#):H~,~). (3.1 
Moreover 
IlU(t = ll~oll2 (3.2a 
and 
lI4t)ll I,2 ~~B,(ll~“ll 1.2)> (3.2b) 
where /I,( .) is an increasingfunction defined as [0, Y‘,], M.ith lim,,, B<,(r) = 0. 
Proof: The existence result in the class (3.1) was proved in 14, 
Sects. 4, 51 without any assumptions on the behavior of a( .) at the origin. 
The uniqueness was established in [3, Sect. 41 (for related results see 
L2, 9, 161). 
Next we study the asymptotic behavior of these Hi-solutions. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let a( .) he a C2-flmction defined in a neighborhood of‘ the 
origin such that u(z)= o(ltl”) as t +O with x>c(“= (9 +fi)/4%4.38. 
Then there exist constants E, E (0, v,) and M, > 0 such that for each 
UoEL2”‘(21~‘)([W)nH1([W) with 
lI~oll21/(21--1)+ /I~“lll.2<~,, 
the corresponding solution u(t) of the ZVP (1.1) provided by Theorem 3.1 
sati?fies 
(1 + Iti)‘” 1)132 llU(t)ll*1 G M, (3.3) 
for any t E R. 
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The asymptotic behavior in (3.3) allows us to obtain the following non- 
linear scattering result. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let u(t) he the solution qf the IVP (1.1) introduced hi, 
Theorem 3.2. Then there e.Csts a unique .f + E H’(R) *such that .for an? 
.s E [O, 1) 
Ilu(t)- W(t).f,II,.~+O us t-, +=c, 
Jzlhere 
W(c).f* = s: *.f, = - &A~($) *f+. 
Remarks. As mentioned in the Introduction the value c(” = (9 + ,,/%)I4 
in Theorems 3.2 and 3.3 improves that obtained in [ 14, 6, 11, 81, i.e., 
(5 + &)/2. 
The estimates (3.2) and (3.3) tell us that u(t) decays as the solution of 
the associated linear problem (i.e., S: * uO) in any LP-norm with p E [2, 2~1 
for small initial data. In Theorem 3.4 below we extend this result to any 
p E [2, a] for a > 4.5. Examples of solitary waves (see [ 1.51) show that we 
cannot expect decay for solutions with large initial data. 
Assuming for the moment the results in Theorem 3.2. we prove 
Theorem 3.3. 
Proof qf’ Theorem 3.3. Define 
f‘, = ug + [ Ic W( -r)d,a(u(~)) dr. 
* 0 
(3.4) 
Since W(t) is an isometry in H”(R) (for any SE R) it follows from (3.3) that 
< c'l i 
' (1 -T) -I? ‘),‘3 dT, 
which proves that the integral in (3.4) converges in H 
A similar argument and the formula 
-‘(R). 
w( - t)U(t) -f+ = j’ w( -T)c?,U(U(T) 
, 
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show that 
llW(-f)4t)-.f’, II -,.r+o as fH +xX. 
By (3.2b), W( -r)u(r) converges weakly in H’(R) to .f‘+ as ttt + IC. 
Thus .f’+ E H’(R), and from (2.9) we conclude that 
ll~(-~)~(~)~./'+l/,.2= llu(f)- W(r).f+ll,.2-+0 as t--t +x 
for any s E [0, 1 ). 
Proc~fqf Theorem 3.2. Without loss of generality we restrict ourselves to 
the case t > 0. 
By Theorem 3.1, u(r) satisfies the integral equation 
U(t) = W(t)&, + {’ w(f ~ T)?,U(U(T)) dT 
0 
= w(t)U,,+j”f 'W(f-T)CJ/"U(U(T))dT. (3.5) 
0 
Using the estimate (2.7) with fl= 4, y = 3, 0 = (cx - 1)/r we have that 
IIU(t)(l?,<CE,,(l +1) (1 ‘)32 
+ C’I ! ” (r- 5) (’ ” 2a ll44T))l1 1.21 (22 11 dT 0 
+ c” J “‘(f-r) (z-“‘2n llU(T)~1,.2 llU(T)/I;, ‘dr. 0 
If we introduce the notation 
X(T)= sup (1 +t)” 1)‘3’ IIU(~)~I~~ 
ro. 7.1 
in the above inequality and use the hypothesis on 2 it follows that 
~(T)~~~,+~“B,(lI~oll,.z)(~(~))” ’ 
x (1 + t)‘“- 1),3X 
i c 
+-b 11271 +T) (a- I)(* -“.?‘di) 
~~&,,+(“‘P,,(lluoll,.z)(X(T))‘~ ‘. 
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From the property (3.2b) of fi,( .) we conclude that for E, sufftciently 
small X(T) 6 M, for any T> 0, where M, is the smallest positive zero of 
the function ,f( y) = CE, + c”‘/JsII) JI’ ~ ’ -J. 
Next we obtain contions on CY which guarantee that the solution of 
the IVP (1.1) behaves asymptotically as W(t)u, in any Lp-norm with 
PE P, xl. 
THEOREM 3.4. Let a( .) he a C2-function defined in a neighborhood of the 
origin such that a(z) = 0( 171”) as ‘I -+ 0 with x > & = z. Then there exist 
constant E, E (0, vu) and fi, > 0 such that for each u,, E L’( Iw) n H’( [w) with 
lluol/ 1 + ll~oll I,2 < E”, the corresponding solution u(t) qf the ZVP (1.1) procided 
by Theorem 3.1 satisfies 
(1 + ltl)‘.3 II4t)llx a@, (3.6) 
,for any t E 5X. Moreover, if LX> ~6 = 5 then 
III”’ /I~“u(t)ll, a@, (3.7 1 
,for any t E [w. 
Remarks. The estimate (3.6) was proved in [13] under the condition 
lx> 5. 
The estimate (3.7) shows that the asymptotic behavior of the half 
derivatives of the solution u(t) of the IVP is similar to that of 
Z1!2W(t)uo = Z1!2S: * u. (see (2.5)). 
Also, since llZ1’2u(t)ll sc cannot be controlled by ilu(t)~1,,2, (3.7) shows a 
kind of global smoothing effect in the solution u(t) (see [4, Sect. 61). 
Proof: Since the proof is similar to that given for Theorem 3.2 we just 
sketch the proof of (3.7). Using the integral equation in (3.5) it follows that 
Z’~2u(t)=Z1.ZW(t)u,+~iZ’~2W(t-r)d,o(u(~))d~. 
0 
By (2.5) (with p = i, y = 3, and 0 = l), and (3.6) 
)/z1”2u(t)/j, < ce,t -‘12+cJ’(t~r)-‘i’ ll~,(7)//2 lI47)llz lI4~)Il::~ dz 
0 
< CC“ t -It2 + C~,CB,(II~OII 1.2)1 A,:-’ 
(t-T)-‘;2(l +T)-(“-2),3& X 
J 0 
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Thus, if cx > 5 we obtain that 
for any f E R. 
The values of x;( in Theorem 3.4 can be improved if we assume that 
u,EH”(R) with ,sEZ+, s larger than 2. 
THEOREM 3.5. Let s be an integer larger than 2 and a( .) be a C’+ ‘:func- 
tion defined in a neighborhood of the origin such that a(r) = O((rl”) as T -+ 0 
with CI > CY~(S) = 3 + 3s/(2s - 1). Then there exist 6 = 6(a, s) > 0 and M’ > 0 
such that ,for each uO E L :( aA) n H”(R) tvith 
II~OII 1.1 + ll~oll ,.2 < 6 (3.8) 
the corresponding solution u(t) of the IVP (1.1 ) provided by Theorem 3. I 
satisfies 
(1 + /fl’2) /II”2u(t)ll, + llu(t)ll,,2<nf’ (3.9) 
for an)’ t E R. 
Remarks. From the results in [4] it follows under the above hypothesis 
that UEC((-aOr), a):H”(R)). 
Also, by standard energy estimates 
l14t),sd c, lluoll, exp jc: lIu,(r)ll x lI4~f.)ll?, ’ drj 
1 
for any t > 0 and any s E Z +. Therefore, in order to show that 
UEL~((-X, ~c):H”(R))it suffices to prove that thereexistsM”>Osuch 
that 
for any t E R. 
(1 + ItI)’ 3 Il~(t)l/,,, GM” (3.11) 
We do not know whether or not (3.10) still holds for s E R + - Z + For 
the case a(u) = uk with ke Z+ the proof follows by the results in [S]. 
Finally, we remark that if u0 E Li n H’ satisfies the hypothesis of the 
theorem, and u0 E H”’ with .F’ > s then (3.9) holds with s’ instead of s. 
Proof. As before, from the integral equation we obtain that 
//P2u(t)/l* ,(c6(1 +t)-‘.“+c c (t-r) I2lI&44~))ll, dz. (3.12) 0 
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Using (2.9) we estimate the term inside the integral in the form 
wherepE(2,m), l/q+l/p=i, 8=1/(2s-1), and l/p=8/2+(1-0)/r. 
On the other hand, an argument similar to that used in the proof of 
Theorem 3.4 leads to 
ll?,u(t)ll, <c6(1 +f)P’.3 
+ co s ;(t-r)-“‘2 //u(T)I/;,;2’~” ll~(~)ll”,- Z+k/o-2h& , (3.14) 
where 8 E [0, 1) and l/q, = (1 + 6)/2 - $ = O/2. 
By combining the estimates (3.3), (3.6), (3.10), (3.12), and (3.13) the 
notation 
Y(T)= sup ((1 + t)‘,? /lP2u(t)~I,; (1 + t)“3 IlfJ,u(t)(l * ), 
ro. Tl 
and the hypothesis on c(, after fixing p =p(cr) large enough in (3.13) and f3 
in (3.14) sufficiently close to zero, we obtain that 
Y(T)~cS+CS{(Y(T))(~~“)~‘~~“‘+ Y(T)}exp(c(Y(T))). 
Thus, by taking 6 sufficiently small we complete the proof of the theorem. 
Finally, for a class of small data we improve the lower bound of the 
degree or perturbation given in Theorems 3.2 and 3.3. 
THEOREM 3.6. Let a( .) be a C2-function defined in a neighborhood of the 
origin such that a(r) = 0( 1~1”) as T -+ 0 with x > 2 + $Z 3.73. Then for anv 
b > 0 there exist 6, M> 0 such that for u. E H’(R) M’ith 
ll~oil ,,2 < 4 
1 uo(x) dx = 0, and 
support of u. c [ -b, b] 
the corresponding solution u(t) of the IVP (1.1) provided by Theorem 3.1 
satisfies 
(l+l~l)(~-~‘!~~ ll~(t)lI2~<M (3.15) 
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.for any t E IT& Moreover, there exists f‘+ E H’( [w) such that ,for any s E [0, 1) 
Ilu(t) - Wt).f+ il.,.z --f 0 as t -+ km. (3.16) 
Remark. The results in Theorem 3.6 hold for a larger class of data, i.e., 
u0 E H’(R) with iluOll ,,? < (5 such that there exists ii, for which 
U(] = zx, (or u0 = F(rfi,) for some s 3 +, 
and 
lI~~‘2z&//2~.~2~~ l) (or Il~~~‘2~~~,/12;1~2r~,,)~~(~), 
where p( .) satisfies lim, lo p(r) = 0. 
The proof for this larger class is similar to the proof of given below. 
ProqJ: Define ii,J.u) = 1 Y z tl( y) L+. Thus by hypothesis 17, E H’( Iw ). 
Using the integral equation 
?I 
u(t) = W(t)u, + ! W(t-T)ii,a(u(r))dT 0 
” J 
= I’ *W(t)oZ’~*iiO+ j Z”*W(t - t)oZ”‘(a(u(T))) d7 
0 
and the estimate (2.7) with /I = 4, ;I = 3, and 0 = (x - 1)/a, we find that 
Il4t)ll,,~c(l +t1 -(x- “*I cllal.22,2~- 1,+ ll~,ll2,21 
+ c 
! 
1 (t- t)-(‘- l).*’ ~lu(~)ll ,,* ~~u(T)~~‘;J ’ dz. 
Defining 
Z(T) = sup (1 + t)‘” ‘)‘2X liu( t)ll& 
co. 7-I 
and using (3.2a), (3.2b), and the hypothesis on c(, we see that the above 
estimate leads to 
Z(T) G c(Il~,ll,,2r,(*~- I) + ll~ol12.2)+CIRo(fi)(~(~))3~ ‘. 
Thus, by taking 6 sufficiently small we obtain (3.15). Once the estimate 
(3.15) has been established the proof the scattering result in (3.16) follows 
in the same manner as that for Theorem 3.3. 
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